Examination of G72 and D-amino-acid oxidase as genetic risk factors for schizophrenia and bipolar affective disorder.
A recent study has suggested that the brain-expressed genes for G72 and D-amino-acid oxidase (DAAO) exert an influence on susceptibility to schizophrenia. Our aim was to replicate this finding in German schizophrenic patients and to assess whether G72 and DAAO might also contribute to the development of bipolar affective disorder. We genotyped seven single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the G72 gene and three in the DAAO gene in 599 patients (299 schizophrenic, 300 bipolar) and 300 controls. At G72, individual SNPs and a four-marker haplotype were associated with schizophrenia. The most significant SNP as well as the haplotype were also associated with bipolar affective disorder (BPAD). DAAO was associated with schizophrenia, but not with BPAD. The association of variation at G72 with schizophrenia as well as BPAD provides molecular support for the hypothesis that these two major psychiatric disorders share some of their etiologic background.